The world is full of possibilities and so are your students! Inspire their curiosity each day with the activities, printables, and videos below. Create “anytime” moments of playful learning with resources from pbslearningmedia.org, pbskids.org, and the PBS KIDS Video app.

### Weekly Themes

#### Being Kind
- **Sunday, October 26**: Teaching with Tunes Collection
  Find new music to integrate into your classroom.
- **Monday, October 27**: Shared Responsibility
  Mister Rogers reminds us we are all helpers and important members of our community.
- **Tuesday, October 28**: Relationship Skills
  How can you help students develop their communication and cooperation skills?
- **Wednesday, October 29**: Come and Play
  Sing and talk about how to include someone who might be feeling left out.
- **Thursday, October 30**: Kind Acts Bingo
  Classroom kindness challenge! How many can your students complete?
- **Friday, October 31**: You Time
  Teachers need hugs too. Ever try a self-hug? Remember to love yourself.
- **Saturday, November 1**: Visit a Kentucky Apple Orchard
  See how apples are grown, picked, sorted and washed for selling.

#### Nature
- **Sunday, October 26**: Elinor Wonders Why Collection
  A PreK science curriculum to help students ask questions, make observations, and explore nature.
- **Monday, October 27**: I Hear with My Own Ear
  Head outdoors to observe sounds in your community.
- **Tuesday, October 28**: Mystery Box
  Explore and describe items from nature using this sensory table activity.
- **Wednesday, October 29**: Leaf Hunt
  Make close observations as you collect and compare leaves.
- **Thursday, October 30**: Printable Packets
  Support your home-school connection with this printable packet for PreK-K and grades 1-2.
- **Friday, October 31**: printable Packets
  Send home a packet of shapes activities for PreK-K and grades 1-2.
- **Saturday, November 1**: Visit a Kentucky Apple Orchard
  See how apples are grown, picked, sorted and washed for selling.

#### Let’s Build
- **Sunday, October 26**: Early Engineering with Ready Jet Go!
  Take a self-paced learning course to support science teaching practice.
- **Monday, October 27**: Sean's Robotic Arm
  The READY, JET, GO! friends solve a problem through design. Students can too with Robotic Arm Challenge.
- **Tuesday, October 28**: Printable Packets
  Support your home-school connection with activities for PreK-K and grades 1-2.
- **Wednesday, October 29**: Build a Worm Hotel
  Create a temporary home for worms with this WILD KRATTS craft.
- **Thursday, October 30**: Pumpkin Study
  Using a Venn diagram, observe what’s different and the same about two pumpkins.
- **Friday, October 31**: You Time
 泵kin spice or ‘just plain’ is nice? Sit quietly with a warm cup.

#### Harvest Time
- **Sunday, October 26**: Visit a Kentucky Apple Orchard
  See how apples are grown, picked, sorted and washed for selling.
- **Monday, October 27**: Apple Picking Digital Game
  Help Curious George and Jumpy grab the right apples to fill the gaps in the apple number line.
- **Tuesday, October 28**: Apple Donuts
  Reading and math skills come together in this simple, yummy snack recipe.
- **Wednesday, October 29**: Printable Packets
  Support your home-school connection with hands-on fall activities for PreK-K and grades 1-2.
- **Thursday, October 30**: The Return of Symmetrical Aliens
  Students join the ODD SQUAD to crack a case using geometrical skills.
- **Friday, October 31**: You Time
  What scent relaxes you? An aromatherapy moment can help quiet the mind.

#### Shapes
- **Sunday, October 26**: Teaching with Media
  Kindergarten teacher Allison Frometa uses PEG + CAT media to teach her students about shapes.
- **Monday, October 27**: Shadow Shapes Game
  Create shapes with shadows in this interactive game from PEEP AND THE BIG WIDE WORLD.
- **Tuesday, October 28**: Printable Packets
  Send home a packet of shapes activities for PreK-K and grades 1-2.
- **Wednesday, October 29**: The Return of Symmetrical Aliens
  Students join the ODD SQUAD to crack a case using geometrical skills.
- **Thursday, October 30**: You Time
  What scent relaxes you? An aromatherapy moment can help quiet the mind.
  
For more classroom resources, visit pbslearningmedia.org/collection/teach-your-way
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